
WHY UNIVERSAL LIP KIT

For an affordable, all-in-one product, purchase the All-Fit Lip Kit for ultimate protection, 
appearance and aerodynamic improvements. Our product fits on every car due to its' flexibility and
offers superior protection with our tear resistant, high quality lip.

CLEAN AND EASY

High quality, flexible material makes for a simple and clean installation on any car. No 
modifications experience needed.

UNIQUE LOOK

With a subtle color offset of your cars’ current color, enhance the appearance giving it a unique, 
lower and improved look.

PROTECTS

With our premium, U.S. manufactured material, protect your bumper from any normal driving 
conditions. Scrapes, bumps, curbs, driveways, debris, snow etc.

IMPROVES

As the original purpose of any lip, improve aerodynamics increasing down force and gas mileage.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

The All-Fit Lip Kit is the highest quality lip kit on the market with the most installation material 
included. Other universal lip kits only supply tape for installation, while we offer the necessary 
equipment for a correct, secure, lifelong installation.

PREMIUM UNIVERSAL ALL-FIT LIP

U.S. manufactured lip with the highest quality materials and strict tolerances. Offering an 
enhancement to your vehicles' appearance along with lifelong protection. 
For complete protection and appearance enhancement, install our lip on all sides of your car.
(Front bumper, both side skirts and rear bumper)

3M HEAT BONDED TAPE

Automotive grade authentic 3M tape pre-installed and heat bonded to the lip for a clean, 
permanent bond. Simply peal and apply.

https://www.carid.com/all-fit-automotive/


BLACK SELF-TAPPING SCREWS

Corrosion resistant black coated self-tapping screws make for a secure hold and easy 
puncture with any hand screwdriver.

Black Nylon Square Washers

Custom stamped black nylon square washers for a seamless and secure installation.
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What is an All-Fit Lip Kit?

An All-Fit Lip Kit is an aftermarket add on to your existing front bumper, sideskirts and rear
bumper.

Our lip kit not only enhances the appearance of your car and gives a lower look, but it also 
protects the bottom of your bumper and sideskirts from scrapes and normal driving.
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Will the All-Fit Lip Kit fit my car?

Yes. Even though we do not have pictures of our kit on every car, our product will fit 
essentially every car in the world.

Our product is flexible and will form to any type of bumper with correct installation. Please 
view our gallery to see the different types of bumpers that our car lip kits are fitted to.
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How is the All-Fit Lip Kit universal?

At All-Fit Automotive, we spent extensive time researching the highest quality rubber 
materials that are flexible and formable.

We have developed the perfect product that is strong enough to withstand driving conditions 
and protect your bumper, yet flexible enough to mold and form along the lines of your 
unique bumper. Similar to a universal front lip spoiler, our signature kits will provide you 
with an aerodynamic mod that blends form and function.

All bumpers are different lengths, so we make sure to include enough material for all 
bumpers. Simply form the lip to your car’s bumper and cut the excess length off with any 
household scissors.
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Can the All-Fit Lip Kit only fit the front bumper or can it fit on 
my sideskirts and rear bumper?

We recommend the sideskirts and rear bumper lip kit to complete the look of the kit for all 
cars. While this is not required, the full kit really completes the look.

Please view our gallery to see the different cars with our lip kit installed all the way around 
the car
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What size/length do I need to fit my car?

Most cars only need an 8-foot kit for their front bumper and 8 feet for their rear bumper.

We do recommend purchasing 9 feet of material to ensure enough material. Please measure 
your bumper first if you are going to be purchasing less than 9 feet of the All-Fit Lip Kit.

For the sideskirts, we recommend 7 feet per side. Please view our complete kit for an all in 
one solution for your entire car.
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How long will it take to install the All-Fit Lip Kit and can I install 
the kit with no automotive experience?

Any of our car bumper lip kits take the average person 15-30 minutes to install. Anyone, 
regardless of experience, is capable of installing our products in their own driveway.

Please view our installation instructions to see how easy the install truly is.
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Is there a warranty?

Correct installation is very important to ensure a lifelong product. Reckless driving will 
greatly decrease the lifespan.

Unfortunately, we cannot offer a warranty as for too many factors play into the lifespan of 
the material. Correctly install and take care of the product, and the All-Fit Lip Kit will 
protect your bumper for a lifetime. Please see our return policy for more information.
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What tools do I need for installation?

You will need a pair of regular household scissors and a screwdriver if you wish to install 
the screws and washers.

We highly recommend using the supplied screws and washers for a more secure installation.
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How wide is the All-Fit Lip Kit and how much lower will the kit 
make my car?

Our car bumper lip kit is 2.5 inches wide and will make your car approximately 1.5 inches 
lower.

By adding our lip to your car, you will add an extra layer of protection.
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How long will the All-Fit Lip Kit last?

We offer the highest quality universal lip kit on the market. With correct installation and 
normal driving, the lip will last for the entire life of the car.

Reckless driving and abuse of your front bumper while driving and parking may 
substantially lower the lifetime of our product. The All-Fit Lip Kit will withstand normal 
rain and snow associated with everyday driving.

Shop for other body kits on our website.

https://www.carid.com/body-kits.html



